Ergo-press
Pneumatic bead breaker table

Just right !

Ready for take-off… !

The linear movement of its “ram” gives
perfect control over the ram’s trajectory. Its
mobile table with the automatic locking
system allows the easy positioning and the
fixing of the wheel during the bead
loosening.
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SIZE APPLICABLE
−

For Run Flat, low-profile tyres, ... and
all other passenger car, motorcycle
and delivery van wheels

−

Maximum tyre width : 36cm

−

Rim width : 2’’ à 13’’

SPECIFICATIONS
−

Air pressure: 7 bar

−

Length: 93/113 cm

−

Width: 83 cm

−

Max height: 148 cm

−

Weight: 96 kg

−

Standard color: red RAL 3020

OPTIONS
−

RAL color on request

−

Customized adaptations

−

A second turning plate

ACCESSORIES
−

The bead breaking spacer is an
accessory that prevents the tyre from resticking to the rim and facilitates it
being held by the "smooth-grip" claws
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Ergo-press
The Ergo-press is the core component of the all
-new Ergo range. This pneumatic table bead
breaker brings comfort, efficiency and safety.

The linear movement of the Ergo-press presents many
advantages: The full power created by the cylinder
is directly relayed to the ram, making it the most
powerful bead breaker on the market. It helps to
see

the

trajectory

better

and

avoid

contact

between the rim and the ram.
Its mobile table with the automatic locking system is
activated as soon as there is contact between "the
ram" and the tyre, thereby

preventing any rim

movement during the bead breaking.
Its unique hydraulic shock absorber (DQN Patent)
ensures a smooth and safe bead breaking.

Ergo-line

Its "ram" bead breaker shovel has been specifically
designed to work on tyres with rim edge protectors,
Run Flat tires as well as standard tires.
Its column is equipped with a hoop to hold the pot of
mounting paste in place and a housing to keep
useful small tools accessible.

SEE ALSO

Ergo-roll

Ergo-lift

